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“I know the path: it is straight and narrow. It is like the edge
of a sword. I rejoice to walk on it. I weep when I slip. God’s
word is: He who strives never perishes. I have implicit faith
in that promise. Though, therefore, from my weakness I fail
a thousand times, I will not lose faith.” Mahatma Gandhi
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constantly creating our situations. In India this
process is known as karma. The effect of what we
do in one moment can be seen as the cause of the
next one. Even in our simplest undertakings and
intentions, every step is a choice. The concept
brings home the message that we are ultimately
responsible for our own lives. Personal freedom
from the sorrows and suffering of life comes
through awareness, and conscious choice.

Walking the Yogic Path
By Linda Shevloff

Life is often described as being a journey: a
passage we make through time and space with a
beginning and an end. Scientists and philosophers
dispute the reality of our perceptions of time and
space, but for most of us, they form the backdrop
for the dramas and adventures of life. Our
language is filled with travel metaphors. For
example, life can be like “a rat race”, or we can be
“sailing through, flying high, wandering aimlessly,
plodding along, going through the motions, being
completely lost, or climbing to the top, making it.”
Even though these phrases are just figurative
comparisons, they do illustrate that we see
ourselves to be on a journey, on the route to
somewhere.
The American poet Robert Frost used the travel
metaphor to describe the choices we make in life.
In his “Road Not Taken”, a man comes to a fork in
the road and he must decide which way to go.
Instead of taking the well-worn route, he “takes the
road less traveled by” and so we understand that
his life will likely be less conventional than most
and probably more difficult. It is presumably a
moment of significance in the course of his life.
By his choice we understand something about the
nature of the man.
Vietnamese Buddhist monk Thich Nhat Hanh is
both figurative and literal in his meaning when he
names his well-known book Peace is Every Step.
Life can be understood as a series of small steps,
short moments, each of which takes us some
where. There is a Buddhist meditation practice in
which one observes the quality of every step, when
one observes the mind at every step. It becomes
clear that at every moment is a choice. We are

One of the reasons I cherish Iyengar yoga so much
is that it makes me conscious of my movements in
a very disciplined way. When Guruji B.KS.Iyengar
teaches he makes us aware of the smallest details
of ourselves. He begins with the foundation: how
we connect ourselves to the earth. In standing
poses we must recognize how we are distributing
our weight on our feet, how the toes and heels
touch the floor, and we come to discover our
places of balance and imbalance from the ground
up. An advanced Iyengar student is not
necessarily someone who can perform all the
exotic looking poses, but instead is someone who
can penetrate the deeper levels of themselves and
adjust. I love the refinement of Iyengar yoga. It
trains me to become more aware in all aspects of
my life. On the yoga mat I can practice how to
live.
Off the yoga mat and in the city of Hong Kong, the
yogic path has become a highway with many exits
and options. Large billboards and massive
advertising budgets lure travelers to do yoga in
glamorous, sexy settings. Rising real estate prices
put increasing pressure on business to make more
money or move on. Now, at the Iyengar Yoga
Centre we’re confronted with a choice of either
paying vastly higher rent rates or getting out. In
facing these issues, I pull myself back to the
lessons from my yoga practice. Get balanced.
Become grounded in the reality of this situation.
Think clearly before taking the next step. There is
a community of practitioners here who are
pursuing the Iyengar way. Let’s not lose our
footing. There is nowhere on the horizon for us to
move to just now that will solve the problems of
the moment. I decide to have some faith in the
strength and commitment of our group and to stay
put for awhile. We’ll adjust. Moving forward by
standing still.♥
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The History of Yoga in Hong Kong
By Linda Shevloff

In September of 2005, I was asked to speak at the
opening of the Landmark Mandarin Oriental Spa
opening, on the first evening of the Passion for
Yoga Conference. Yoga teacher Alex Medin had
invited me to give this talk, and I was honoured to
do it. Guest teachers at the event included four
yoga masters from India, including Iyengar
teacher Rajiv Chanchani from Dharamsala.
In my talk, the main point I made was that yoga
has rapidly gained popularity in HK, but because
interest has developed so fast,. there is as yet little
understanding of the subject. Yoga is currently a
fad .Perhaps, in time, deeper understanding might
come.
Ironically, this month in Cathay Pacific’s
Discovery magazine I am quoted from this talk and
the intent of my words has been distorted to
become a kind of promotion for some of the other
yoga centres in town. The writer did not have the
courtesy to include the fact that I am an Iyengar
yoga teacher at the Iyengar Yoga Centre of Hong
Kong. Nor does he get the fact right that the speech
was given at the Landmark Mandarin Oriental. He
says that I spoke at the new Four Seasons Hotel
summit. I know nothing of that event. The writer
looks to be giving an objective report of an event,
but in fact is promoting his own agenda about yoga
in this city.
Discovery magazine is read by thousands of people.
Everyone who flies on Cathay Pacific in the month
of January 2006 will read it. While I ponder this, I
thought I’d also give yoga centre students a chance
to read the actual speech, just to set the record
straight. It follows:

My Talk at The Passion For
Yoga Conference
Distinguished Teachers, Ladies and
Gentlemen:
I feel very honoured to have been asked to speak to
you this evening, at the Opening Ceremony of
“The Passion for Yoga Conference”, here at the
new Landmark Mandarin Oriental Hotel. My
topic is the History of Yoga in Hong Kong. Local
teachers and students will have a good
understanding of the speed at which yoga has
blossomed here, but perhaps many will not. Our
guest Indian teachers come from a culture steeped
in thousands of years of yoga study, and each of
them represents the work of some of the most
influential yogis of the last century. By contrast,
in Hong Kong, yoga is a new topic for most
people.
In fact, if I was to sum up the history of yoga in
Hong Kong in the 20th Century, the first ninetyfive years would almost be blank. There were a
few people teaching yoga privately during the
early1990’s. Sravaniya de Pecoraro is probably the
best known teacher from that time. Additionally,
during those years, some yoga practitioners invited
their teachers from abroad to lead workshops here.
After one such workshop in late 1998, a handful of
people stayed behind to discuss ways to build a
better yoga community. The outcome of this
meeting was the creation of The Yoga Society of
Hong Kong, a non-profit society to foster the
development of yoga. Martha Collard, Vivien
Eakin, Kathy Cook and myself formed the
executive committee. Within a year there were
about a hundred members. The Society brought
yoga teachers to the city, and organized monthly
workshops where different local teachers taught.
By way of this exchange, the group enlarged.
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However there were still no yoga centres in
Hong Kong. Then, in late 1998 or early 99,
yoga teacher Robin Tassie took the brave step
of opening Yoga Central on Wyndham Street.
This studio, though though small, became a
popular spot where yoga teachers of various
styles, could teach. At just about the same time
Wanda Hewitt opened her first Yoga Limbs
studio, a tiny well placed venue that was
clearly visible from the Central escalator.
Soon after, I opened a studio that was at first
called, The Celestial Wishing Tree Studio, but
later became The Iyengar Yoga Centre of
Hong Kong. By 2000, there were only the
three small yoga studios in the city. From time
to time the press would come around and do a
story on yoga, and their main question
inevitably seemed to be “What is yoga?” I
think all of the teachers in the city at that time
were trying to define it in a way that the public
could understand.
Meanwhile, in America, yoga was becoming
big news. Time Magazine featured model
Christy Turlington on their cover doing a yoga
pose. Madonna was doing yoga. Sting was
doing yoga. Suddenly, everybody in America
was doing yoga. The people of Hong Kong
took notice, and by 2002, yoga studios and
schools mushroomed everywhere.
I’ll just briefly mention a few of them:
California Fitness brought yoga to the masses
in Hong Kong with teacher Master Kamal. He
was pictured on billboards and in magazines
throughout the city, and very successfully
captured public interest. Before long, all the
large fitness clubs began yoga classes to meet
the rising demand. Many yoga- teachertraining- programs were started, and in next to
no time there were a lot of aspiring yoga
teachers here, and more who moved here to
teach.
In this same period the opening of Pure Yoga
in the Centrium Building on Upper Wyndham
Street was a significant milestone. Pure Yoga
became known for teaching yoga in heated

rooms. An Ashtanga yogi named Michel
Besnard, moved to Hong Kong and opened
Yogasana studio that offered classes in the style
of Pathhabi Jois. A group of yogis with roots in
Krishna consciousness opened the International
Yoga Institute in TST. Two Chinese Yoga
Practitioners, Kenny Choi and Josephine Yu
opened the Yoga Place in Central. Many of the
Chinese fitness centres began yoga programs.
Planet Yoga opened, as did a large Bikram Yoga
Centre in TST. The Yoga Society evolved
under the leadership of Ming Lee.
Now there is probably not a fitness club in Hong
Kong that lacks a yoga teacher and virtually
everyone in the city thinks they that know what
yoga is…Yoga has gone mainstream.
The speed of this yoga phenomenon has had its
advantages. A lot of people are clearly pursuing
a healthier, more reflective lifestyle as is
encouraged by yoga. Many people have a daily
yoga practice, and this can only be a good thing.
There is real interest in yoga in its many forms
and styles.
Yet there are disadvantages to the rapid rise too.
There is an uneasy partnership between yoga and
business, because business is typically
competitive, yet real yoga is not competitive at
all. Can a healthy yogic balance be maintained in
this commercial world? Too, the rapid rise of
public interest in yoga may just as quickly
decline if some other activity becomes currently
popular. Yoga may not last long in this
environment. Also, an understanding of yoga
that is only superficial cannot be sustained over
time. One can’t hurry up and learn yoga. Yoga
requires slow, sustained effort and regular
practice. Only time will tell how yoga will take
root in Hong Kong.
The Passion for Yoga Conference here at the
exquisite new Mandarin Oriental Spa this
weekend is another milestone in Hong Kong
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Yoga history. Yoga Director, Alex Medin, has
done extensive research into the teaching of
Indian yoga masters of the Twentieth and
Twenty- first centuries, and through his efforts
he has brought us together to learn more about
the source of this teaching. Some of India’s most
respected yoga teachers, Sarath Ranaswamy,
Rajiv Chanchani, O.P.Tiwari and A.G. Mohan,
will bring us closer to the teaching of
Krishnamacharya, Pathabi Jois, B.K.S.Iyengar
and Swami Kuvalayananda. It is unusual to have
students and teachers from so many different
schools and traditions together in one venue like
this. The weekend is a good reminder to all of us
that yoga, in its very heart, is about unity, not
separation; and that it is through study that we
progress.
Guruji, BKS Iyengar has sometimes called yoga
the ultimate freedom. In his latest book, Light on
Life, he reminds us that : “Afterall, the goal of
yoga may be ultimate freedom, but even before
this is achieved, there is an incremental
experience of greater freedom as we discover
ever more self control, sensitivity, and awareness
that permit us to live the life we aspire to: one of
decency; of clean, honest human relations;
goodwill and fellowship; trust; self-reliance;
joy in the fortune of others; and equanimity in
the face of our own misfortune. From a state of
human goodness we can progress toward the
greater freedom.”
In closing, I would like to express my thanks to
The Landmark Mandarin Oriental Hotel for
having had the courage to bring the community
together for this opening event. One of my
teachers often said that the way we begin
something is vitally important. Initial vibrations
have a lasting effect. The hotel has very
graciously invited us to participate in its success
and has begun with the best of all vibrations: An
Inquiry into the Living Traditions of yoga.
Om shanti ♥
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Visit our new
website
The Iyengar Yoga Centre of
Hong Kong
at
www.iyengaryogahongkong.com
Web design by Lucky Duck
http://www.luckyduckwebdesign.com

Photos on the website by
Ulana Switucha
www.ulanaswitucha.com

Journey to Dharamsala
By Tina Pang
Tina Pang and Rosi Ketxer are students at The
Iyengar Yoga Centre of Hong Kong

Monkeys, venturing further downhill in search
of warmer climes, are a common sight nearer
the town and can be something of a menace.
The contrast with the city of Delhi from which
we departed could not have been greater.

In November Rosi Ketzer and I travelled to India,
spending a week in Dharamsala in Himachal Pradesh
State in northern India. Dharamsala is nestled in the
lower Himalayas and divided into upper and lower
Dharamsala. Upper Dharamsala, named McLeodganj
after the Lieutenant Governor of Punjab David
McLeod, was originally a British hill station where the
families of British officers and government officials
would spend the hot Indian summers. It is also here
that Lord Elgin, the British Viceroy of India (186263), is buried in the grounds of the derelict church of
St. John's in the Wilderness. He is said to have been
particularly fond of Dharamsala because it reminded
him of his native Scotland. Lower Dharamsala is
more Indian and commercial in nature where there are
state-run stores selling carpets and shawls, the bus
station and main taxi-stands. There seems little
evidence of reported tensions between the Tibetan and
Indian communities.
McLeodganj today is more sprawling than one would
imagine with a population of around 10,000 and
growing, yet it remains an enormously scenic place to
visit, set as it is amid woods of oak, cedar, pine and
other timber-yielding trees and wild shrubs. At this
time of year, after the monsoon and before the winter
proper sets in, the hills around Dharamsala are
coloured with delicate cherry blossom and flowering
camillia. With temperatures fluctuating wildly
between the bone-chilling cold of night and the balmy
midday sun, hiking can be very pleasant indeed.

McLeodganj lost some of its appeal after India
gained independence from Britain in 1947 but
in 1959, when the Chinese invaded Tibet, the
Indian government granted His Holiness the
14th Dalai Lama Tenzin Gyatsho political
asylum, McLeodganj became his home. The
Dalai Lama is Tibet's head of state and Tibetan
Buddhism's religious leader and the
establishment of the Central Tibetan
Administration in exile here has attracted
thousands of Tibetan refugees, many of whom
have settled here. It has since become the
largest Tibetan settlement in India with many
religious, educational and cultural institutions
in and around McLeodganj, which help
maintain and preserve the Tibetan culture that
is gradually being eroded in Tibet itself.
In early 2000, the role of the town as the
spiritual heart of Tibetan Buddhism was
further secured when His Holiness the 17th
Karmapa Ogyen Trinley Dorje made the
perilous journey from China to McLeodganj at
the age of 14. As the head of the Kagyu or
Black Hat sect he is the third most important
figure in Tibetan Buddhism. He is based at a
Gelupa or Yellow Hat sect monastery near
McLeodganj but awaits permission from the
Indian government to visit the seat of the 16th
Karmapa at the Rumtek monastery in Sikkim,
close to the Nepali border in India. Karmapa is
recognised by the Dalai Lama, the head of the
Gelupa sect, but his legitimacy is contested by
a senior figure in the Kagyu sect who
proclaimed an alternative Karmapa in Trinlay
Thaye Dorje in 1995. Prior to this it was
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believed that Karmapa, as a figure recognized both
by the Dalai Lama and the Chinese government,
held out the best hope for maintaining unity and
momentum in the Tibetan cause after the Dalai
Lama dies. The second most important figure in
Tibetan Buddhism, the boy Panchen Lama, has not
been seen since May 1995 when he and his family
disappeared. The Chinese government has since
installed its own Panchen Lama
The Namgyal monastery is the centre of religious
activity in McLeodganj and the seat of the Dalai
Lama. The monastery is open to the public, and
provided that he is in Dharamsala, it is possible to
attend the weekly audience with the Dalai Lama by
registering at the Central Tibetan Administration
beforehand. At the entrance of the monastery is a
small museum which details the history of Tibet
and some of the personal experiences of those who
have survived occupation. One of the most
enjoyable walks in Dharamsala is to make the anticlockwise circumambulation along the path that
runs around the monastery, which forms a part of
the daily rituals of many lay practitioners. This
lightly wooded path taking you past prayer wheels
and dedications, and where you will run into
mainly older folk, all dodging the rather dozy
cattle taking up much of the narrow way.
Between upper and lower Dharamsala is the
Library of Tibetan Works and Archives where
short and longer term visitors, as well as local
students of Buddhism can take philosophy classes
held Monday to Friday for a small donation. Rosi
and I were lucky to attend several classes by Geshe
Sonam Rinpoche, competently translated by his
long-time collaborator, the British scholar Ruth
Sonam. These were light-hearted yet thoughtprovoking exchanges. The classes begin with a
recitation in Tibetan (a book with Tibetan-English
text and a transliteration of the Tibetan is available
in the bookstore downstairs). These are interesting
both for the content of the classes themselves but
also in showing the Library's role in preserving
Tibetan teachings for Tibetans in exile, and in
promoting Tibetan Buddhism to those from other
countries. The students are an eclectic mix of
western monks and nuns in the characteristic

maroon robes of Buddhist practitioners, western
residents and visitors to Dharamsala as well as
devout refugees with varying levels of ability in
the formal Tibetan language that is necessary for
study.
Many refugees, especially those more recently
arrived, have competency in the language, but in
common with Chinese policy in other regions of
China, most notably Chinese Turkestan, have to
learn Chinese in order to have any opportunity to
study or work. The policy has been very
successful at eroding deeper knowledge of the
Tibetan language and ability to study philosophical
or religious texts. It was an uncomfortable and
humbling experience to be spoken to on occasion
in Chinese but it can be thought of perhaps as an
example of the Buddhist concept of compassion in
action. Buddhism is very much a living religion
confined not only to certain places or practices, but
which can also play an important role in everyday
encounters.
With new refugees arriving all the time, one of the
challenges that faces Dharamsala is how Tibetans
can survive without the considerable network of
support that exists here. This can take the form of
employment: in Tibetan co-operatives, the Tibetan
Children's Village (TCV), the hospitality industry
(guesthouses, restaurants, gift shops, tours) for
which a mastery of English is necessary, etc.
Others are fortunate to find sponsors who support
them or eventually help them to start a new life
overseas. There are of course many others who
choose to enter the monastic life, and those from
other Tibetan settlements number among those
who make the pilgrimage to McLeodganj to pay
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Given the Buddhist belief in the principle of
rebirth - hence a determination not to kill any
living being - it comes as some surprise that
many monks do in fact eat meat. I have yet to
understand this conundrum.

their respects to the Dalai Lama and Karmapa. One
of the highlights of our stay in Dharamsala was the
public audience with Karmapa. These take place
every Wednesday and Saturday afternoon and it is
possible to pay your respects by registering on the
day with your travel documents.
Although still a young man, Karmapa has
tremendous presence and regardless of religious
faith it is a privilege to be able to make an offering
of a kata (white scarf) to such an important
religious leader. We each received in return a
knotted red string that he had blessed which I wore
for the rest of the trip.
I was immensely fortunate to travel with Rosi
whose links to Dharamsala through family and
friends gave me an opportunity to meet long-time
residents, and so glimpse a little of what it is like
to live here, and learn a little more about Tibetan
Buddhism and the Tibetan cause. McLeodganj is a
place filled with contrasts and contradictions, a
good index of which can be had in the food here.
Momos (Tibetan dumplings) are offered alongside
muesli; and a choice can be readily made between
chow mein or pasta; dhal or mutton; tsampa
(Tibetan barley porridge) or tempura; banoffe pie
or kulfi. There is no doubt that one can eat very
well in McLeodganj with fruits and vegetables in
ready supply and mostly vegetarian fare on offer.
This being a Tibetan place, all animals including
the venerated cow of the Hindu faith, are respected
and allowed to roam freely. A frequent sight while
eating breakfast was that of a family of well-fed
mongoose scampering over rooftops, or the wild
dogs sleeping soundly in the sunshine along the
side of the street after a night of noisy reveling.

Neither Rosi nor I had intended to practice yoga
in Dharamsala but when we heard from a friend
of hers about a course being offered by a
Brazilian teacher-in-training called Juliana, we
were keen to go. So for our first two mornings
in McLeodganj we rose early for the 7.30 classes
on a rooftop overlooking the Dharamsala valley,
much to the amusement of the local Indian
children. Juliana teaches a combination of
Ashtanga and Iyengar styles and had been
running the course for a year already. But it was
coming to an end so that she could travel to
Thailand to teach and continue her own studies.
The joy being able to practice yoga in such a
unique location made for very memorable
classes indeed.
As students of Iyengar yoga, curiosity had to
lead us eventually to the door of the Himalayan
Iyengar Yoga Centre. Located about a 40 minute
walk uphill to nearby Dharamkot, the centre is
modelled loosely upon Mr Iyengar's centre in
Pune. It is elegantly constructed in the form of a
bi-sected circle; the two parts sitting side-by-side
in a landscaped garden. The centre de-camps
every year in October to its other base in Goa so
it was closed when we were there. Nevertheless
in McLeodganj itself there are also hatha yoga
classes taking place at a number of different
venues. There are also courses and treatments
available in Ayurvedic massage - recommended
to go with a friend! - Reiki and meditation
among others giving quite a good picture of the
physical as well as spiritual life of McLeodganj.
McLeodganj is a remarkably friendly and
relaxed place where the pace of life is as slow or
fast as you want it to be. There are plenty of
places to stay and internet cafes to keep you in
touch with the world if you wish. Yet its relative
geographic and cultural isolation from the rest of
India make for a rich and fascinating detour, one
well worth taking. ♥
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An Athlete’s Perspective on the Benefits of Iyengar Yoga:

Realigning for Optimal Performance
By Angela Tam

Is there anything that can help one cope with the
physical demands of sports? My right sacroiliac
joint gave up on me after one lunge too many to
the front of the squash court. I sprained my right
ankle three times: twice during squash matches
and once during a training run in the rain. And
after years of running and squashing, my knees
agreed they'd both call it a day.
All this despite the religious stretching,
strengthening, cross-training and judicious breaks.
In a case of better late than never, a friend packed
me off to an Iyengar Yoga class as soon as I had
recovered from the knee surgeries. If you think
you're trained and strong, think again: there's
nothing more humbling than the thoughts of
mortality that arose during my first downward dog.
However, persistence pays dividends, and after the
initial period of adaptation was over, the disparate
parts of my body started to click into place.
Iyengar Yoga's emphasis on proper alignment
ensures that joints and muscles are in correct
relation to one another so that strength and
flexibility can be developed without any part of the
body being placed under undue stress.
Eventually, you get a feel for what proper
alignment means for your body in a variety of
positions. You and your body become friends.
Instead of one pushing and the other refusing to
budge, there's a mutual give and take. The joints
and muscles allow you to take them to places they
would not contemplate venturing to before; you
learn to respect them and refrain from doing what
will upset them.

There's a correct form for everything, a form in
which all the parts work together efficiently and in
harmony. You can hit a tennis ball without turning
your hips, for instance. You will get it over the
net, but you will never have the same power
behind your shot that a player with the correct
form has, not to mention the likelihood of injury
that comes with generating shots with just your
arm rather than your whole body. Doing poses
with proper alignment wakes up joints and muscles
that should be engaged in a sport but often aren't. It
improves performance by improving flexibility
and strength; it also teaches the body to function
with balance and efficiency. Try running with a
slouch. Then try again with your upper body held
in mountain pose. See which way makes you feel
fresher at the finish line.
I once shared my enthusiasm for yoga with a
hockey player and referee with a history of back
problems. She was adamant that the Pilates she'd
been doing would do her just fine – until recently,
when she confessed that her Pilates instructor had
told her to start taking yoga class. ♥

A student in downward dog pose is given an
adjustment.
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Yoga Words
By Chris Hunter
Chris Hunter takes private yoga classes with Linda at
The Iyengar Yoga Centre. He has Multiple Sclerosis.
Linda sought the advice of The Iyengar family about
how to best work with this condition. Chris responds
well to the yoga practice that has been modified for
him. Both Linda and Chris are learning a lot about
yoga by working together regularly.
“Soft face! Soft face!” I struggle to wipe the grimace
of pain off my face as one or another part of my body
twists, writhes and stretches. “The stress on your face
goes straight to your brain”. How true. So that's why
the Buddhas are always smiling! And these are only
the most basic exercises. For me, though, they mark
significant progress. It's new for me to see my body
going places and doing things which are not easy,
which people say I shouldn't try. Because I'm disabled.
Because I have multiple sclerosis, which gradually
reduces my control over my body, from my feet
upwards. I arrived at the studio this morning in my
wheelchair.
I had been searching for some time for a
practitioner to work with me on yoga. “Diet, exercise,
meditation” is the mantra I always repeat to fellow
sufferers from this incurable, degenerative condition.
Yoga combines at least two of them! In Iyengar I
encountered a discipline that has a calling for the
disabled and the special challenges they face, and in
Linda a practitioner with a strong heart to making that
philosophy a reality. She leads me first through an
initial meditation. I've got of out of my wheelchair
with the aid of my two sticks and am lying on the
floor on a arrangement of props; the physical work
has already begun.
The first step is to move out of the self-image of
paralysis. Our meditation at the beginning of every
fortnightly session begins to let me leave the place of
limitation and frustration. Images. Visualization. I
suspend my disbelief, my skepticism. It's an
interactive process, led by Linda. And then the

that initial loosening of the mind and muscles. The
exercises to come need focus and concentration,
commitment and spirit; the meditation begins that
process by making me fully present and
unburdened by whatever hassles or concerns have
been occupying my mind.
An hour or more of a wide range of
exercises follow. Different in some respects from
what non-disabled students follow, but I guess
only variants thereof – the ropes on the walls help
me get up and down, weights, straps and the tresler
play important roles. Sitting, standing, lying.
Usually a final short guided meditation to finish.
And throughout the exercises a constant refrain
asserts itself – the duality of effort and
effortlessness, of tension and release, a balance
that I must strive to build on and maintain the full
course of this my day.♥
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Being Part of The Iyengar Community:

How Students Can Help To Keep The Iyengar Yoga
Centre of Hong Kong Alive and Well
It should come as no surprise to students that it is difficult to run a small yoga studio in Hong Kong
these days. The Iyengar Yoga Centre is unique in the city. We are the only Hong Kong Yoga Centre
that is purely Iyengar and one where all teachers have been trained in a standardized, rigorous way so
that the teaching is consistent, safe and accessible to everyone. Our teachers must undergo
assessments that are examined by senior Iyengar teachers from overseas, who objectively determine
whether or not they are fit to teach this subject. Teachers must take different assessments for the
different levels of Iyengar classes they teach. There is no other yoga in the world that is as demanding
in its testing and re-testing of teachers as Iyengar Yoga. While the training and assessment is hard
work for teachers, the system offers security for students, because teachers must know their subject
well.
The South China Morning Post recently ran an article on consumer complaints about some of the
large yoga studios in the city, where “there is no agency responsible for regulating the qualifications
of yoga instructors” and where students are not getting proper guidance as to what they should or
should not do, according to their capacity. Some studios also have been “Tricking unsuspecting
clients into signing up for long-term deals.” We do not trick anyone into any kind of yoga deals. In
fact, unlike the large centres, we do not even have a membership fee. You pay for yoga classes here.
That is all.
While there is an attraction to the spa facilities offered at the large centres, no other centre in the city
has the yoga equipment that we do, and no other studio has teachers with the expertise to use it
properly.
Students who come to the studio regularly know the value of this yoga centre and they don’t need to
be told again. However, in that these are difficult economic times, students can help us to bring in
more students by being ambassadors for our work here. It is by word of mouth that most students
come to the Centre. We are facing a 70% rent rise and we don’t want to raise the price of classes. We
need some more students who want to learn the Iyengar way.
To help us maintain this quality venue, students could help us in the following ways:

• Bring friends to class, introduce the centre to others
• Suggest group classes in your work place and we’ll give corporate rates
• Remember to speak up about the benefits of Iyengar yoga when people talk
yoga
• Athletes could benefit from Iyengar yoga. Suggest it to team mates
• Pass on information about events and workshops to others
• Come to class
• Pass this newsletter on to a friend
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Faeq Biria’s Upcoming Visit in May
From the Iyengar Yoga Centre of Paris, Senior Iyengar Yoga teacher Faeq Biria will be teaching at The
Iyengar Yoga Centre of Hong Kong, May 13 – 17. This is Faeq’s second visit to Hong Kong. We are very
excited about his return trip. Already students from Japan, the USA, Singapore and The Philippines are
asking about coming to this special event. The workshop will be organized as a mini retreat, in that classes
will be full days. Students are encouraged to sign up for all five days, though one, two and three day
packages are available. Why not take a few days off work and really go deep into your yoga practice with
this master teacher? He comes to us at the suggestion of B.K.S.Iyengar himself. Don’t miss this great
opportunity!
Photos from Faeq Biria’s last workshop in Hong Kong and from classes in Blacons, France♥
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Introductory Iyengar Yoga
Course
With George Dovas

at The Iyengar
Yoga Centre of
Hong Kong
“You don’t need to be
flexible to do yoga.
Iyengar Yoga can be
practiced by all.”

The Iyengar Yoga Centre of Hong Kong
2nd Floor, Winsome House
73 Wyndham Street, Central
Tel: 2541-0401
www.iyengaryogahongkong.com

Sunday
4:00pm – 5:30pm
12th, 19th, 26th
February 2006
o Cost: $450 for three lessons
o Early Bird Registration $400 if you register before
3 Feb 2006.
o Register with a friend for 10% discount
o For registration and more information call 25410401 or e-mail: info@iyengaryogahongkong.com
o Cheques to “The Iyengar Yoga Centre of Hong
Kong”
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New Sunday Workshop Series
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 12 ,19,26 : Introductory Yoga
Workshop.
4:00 – 5:30pm
Three Sundays for just
$450. Early signup, just
$400
with George Dovas
For those with no yoga
experience.
SUNDAY, MARCH 5:

Restorative Yoga
Workshop
3:00 – 5:00pm $200
Relax and Renew with
Kristine Hodge

SUNDAY, MARCH 12

Standing Poses and
Forward Bends
3:00 – 5:00pm $200
Stretch and Refresh
With Randa Westland

SUNDAY, MARCH 19

Runners Workshop
With Linda Shevloff
Yoga for Runners
& Jenny Woolsey, from
Sutherland Chan Centre
Presenting Therapeutic
Massage for Runners
$300
11:30am – 1:30pm

SUNDAY, MARCH 26

Taking Your Practice
Home
With Kathy Cook
3:00 – 5:00pm
$250

SUNDAY, APRIL 2

Backbends
With Jesse Tong
3:00 – 5:00pm
$250
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Kung Hei Fat
Choi

Ulana Switucha’s dog, Max,
wishes all of you health, prosperity
and good fortune in the upcoming
year.
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Back Relief During Pregnancy
By Linda Shevloff

Half forward bend (ardha uttanasana) is a helpful
position during pregnancy. It is easy to do and has
lots of benefits. Pregnant women cannot and
should not attempt full forward bends during
pregnancy. Half forward bend, though, when
modified for pregnancy, can be done quite
comfortably, and it has numerous benefits.
To do the pose: Stand facing a wall and place your
hands at shoulder height, and shoulder distance
apart. Keep your hands pressing firmly against the
wall, straighten your arms and walk back from the
wall, taking the hips as far away as possible, not
allowing your hands to slide down the wall as you
back up. Keeping this length through the arms and
torso, place your feet below your hips. Then step
feet a little more than hip-width apart and turn
your legs in a little so that you are slightly pigeon
toed. Keep the legs absolutely straight as you press
your thighbones back without moving your feet.
Hold this position for a short time breathing
normally. Keep your head between your arms,
such that if you took your head to one side, your
ear would touch your arm. Try to bring the backs
of your shoulders in line with the level of the rest
of your back. Don’t sink your back waist down in
a backbend. Keep your back long and straight.
Release, relax, then repeat.
What are the Benefits? The pose lengthens and
strengthens the arm muscles. The ability to rotate
the arm in the shoulder socket and to lift the arms
overhead is important, as lack of this movement
eventually leads to lower back stress and a rounded
back. By developing the ability to keep the
shoulder blades tucked against the back, upper
body posture is improved. New moms soon
discover that carrying a baby taxes the shoulders,
and without some strength in this area, the back
becomes strained.

This position also lengthens the back evenly and
strengthens the back muscles. During pregnancy
it can remove the pressure of the baby from the
lower back and provide some relief if the baby
has been resting on a nerve in the sacral area.
The action of turning the legs in and strongly
pressing the thighs back creates space in the
sacroiliac joint. Many women have sacroiliac
joint problems during pregnancy. This pose can
alleviate them.
Bringing the legs into a straight firm position is
beneficial in developing leg strength and
flexibility. It helps to improve venal return so
that blood is efficiently pumped from the legs to
the heart, reducing swelling in the legs.
Cautions: During pregnancy, women should pay
attention to their energy levels, and they should
not exhaust themselves by holding poses too
long. Learn to repeat poses more frequently and
hold for shorter periods of time. Learn when it is
time to rest and relax. Women who have low
blood pressure should not keep their arms
stretched above their head as they may feel
dizzy .Half Forward bend is a good pose during
pregnancy, but moderation is required. ♥
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On Sale
50% Off
Yoga T Shirts
Wear an Iyengar Yoga
Centre of Hong Kong
T shirt
to promote our studio
Men’s and Women’s
shirts Available
Only HK$120

Karma Yoga Offer
The office space and changing area at the studio
could be re-organized to make more change rooms.
Linda is looking for some help with moving shelves
and re-designing the area. If you would like to offer
a few hours of your time, we could exchange this for
a few hours of yoga classes. Contact Linda.
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The Fundraising
Workshop on January 15,
called “The Gift of Yoga”
raised HK$6000. This
money has been donated to
Medecins Sans Frontieres,
Doctors Without Borders,
for their work in providing
medical aid in disaster
zones in Asia.
Thank you to all who
participated and donated
for this good cause.
Linda

The Year of The Dog Pose
An Iyengar Yoga Workshop celebrating
the Lunar New Year
With Linda Shevloff
Tuesday, January 31
3:00 – 5:00pm
$250
Register: 2541 0401, www.iyengaryogahongkong
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Our Revised Yoga Schedule 2006: Check out the NEW CLASSES

2/F Winsome House, 73 Wyndham Street, Central
Studio Tel: 2541 0401, email: info@iyengaryogahongkong.com
WWW.IYENGARYOGAHONGKONG.COM
YOGA SCHEDULE 2006

Monday

Level I (in German – class presently full) 9:00 – 10:15am
Level I
10:30am – 12:00pm
Lunchtime
12:45 – 1:45pm
Pregnancy
6:00 – 7:15pm
Level II
7:30 – 9:00pm

Ursula Moser *
Ursula Moser
Linda Shevloff
Linda Shevloff
Linda Shevloff

Tuesday

Level II
Level I
Level I ( in German)
Level II
Yoga for a Healthy Back

7:30 – 9:00am
9:30 – 11:00am
11:15 – 12:30pm
12:45– 2:15pm
7:00 –8:30pm

Kathy Cook
Kathy Cook
Ursula Moser
Linda Shevloff
Linda Shevloff

Wednesday

Level IV
Level II/III
Level I/II
Level I/II

10:15 –12:15pm
12:45 – 2:15pm
4:45 – 6:15pm
7:00 –8:30pm

Linda Shevloff
Linda Shevloff
Randa Westland
Kathy Cook

Thursday

Lunchtime
Pregnancy
Level II/III

12:45 – 1:45pm
6:00-7:15pm
7:30 – 9:00pm

Krissey Hodge
Linda Shevloff
Linda Shevloff

Friday

Level II
Level II(commencing Feb.10)

7:00 – 8:30am
12:45 –2:15pm

George Dovas
Randa Westland

Saturday

Level I/II
Level III
Level I
Level II

10:00 – 11:30am
12:00 – 1:30pm
3:00 – 4:30pm
5:00 – 6:30pm

Linda Shevloff
Linda Shevloff
George Dovas
Linda Shevloff

Sunday

Level II
9:30 – 11:00am
Workshop Series(commencing Feb.12) 3:00-5:00

Jesse Tong
Check website *

The Iyengar Yoga Centre of Hong Kong operates according to the
guidelines set out by BKS Iyengar. We are recognized as an
authentic Iyengar Teaching Centre and are listed internationally as
part of that organization. Teachers have Iyengar Certification or are
engaged in a three year program that leads to certification.
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